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ABSTRACT
The performance of interactive cloud services depends heav-
ily on which data centers handle client requests, and which
wide-area paths carry traffic. While making these decisions,
cloud service providers also need to weigh operational con-
siderations like electricity and bandwidth costs, and balanc-
ing server loads across replicas. We argue that selecting
data centers and network routes independently, as is com-
mon in today’s services, can lead to much lower performance
or higher costs than a coordinated decision. However, fine-
grained joint control of two large distributed systems—e.g.,
DNS-based replica-mapping and data center multi-homed
routing—can be administratively challenging. In this paper,
we introduce the design of a system that jointly optimizes
replica-mapping and multi-homed routing, while retaining
the functional separation that exists between them today.
We show how to construct a provably optimal distributed
solution implemented through local computations and mes-
sage exchanges between the mapping and routing systems.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Architecture and Design
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1. INTRODUCTION
Organizations running online services“in the cloud”worry

about the end-to-end performance their customers experi-
ence, since even small increases in perceived latency can have
significant impact on revenue [1]. To improve performance
and reliability, cloud service providers (CSPs) typically run
multiple geographically-distributed data centers (DCs), each
peering with multiple ISPs. Placing servers closer to users
reduces propagation delay, and path diversity resulting from
multi-homing offers performance benefits. However, service
providers also need to consider operational costs—e.g., large
services may send and receive petabytes of data traffic a day,
leading to significant bandwidth costs [2], and can spend
tens of millions of dollars annually on electricity [3].

CSPs adapt how they direct user requests to replicas (re-
quest mapping) and response traffic through peering links
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High level goals 
•  A framework to coordinate 

mapping & routing 
•  Functionally separated 

decision making 
 
Key algorithmic questions 
•  What local computations? 
•  What local measurements? 
•  What information 

exchanges? 
•  “Feasibility”? 
 
Key solution properties 
•  Convergence? 
•  Optimality? 
•  Rate of convergence? 

??	  
??	  

Mapping system 
e.g., DNS servers, 
HTTP proxies 

Routing system 
i.e., DC egress routers 

Figure 1: Summary of our high-level goals.

(response routing) in response to temporal variations in client
demands and path performance. For example, many CSPs
rely on DNS or HTTP redirection to map client requests to
a particular data center, and then, the data center’s edge
router selects a local upstream ISP to carry response traf-
fic back to the client. Together, these mapping and routing
decisions significantly impact the the overall service perfor-
mance [4] and costs [2].

Today, request-mapping and response-routing decisions
are made independently, which can lead to bad performance
and high costs. For example, the mapping system could eas-
ily direct too many requests to a data center with limited
upstream bandwidth, poor performance [4] or expensive ISP
connectivity, leaving the routing system no ability to rectify
the problem. At human timescales, strategies like additional
peering and better bandwidth provisioning may help alle-
viate these problems [4]. However, at shorter timescales,
jointly optimizing mapping and routing decisions can im-
prove performance and reduce costs through improved visi-
bility into upstream link and path information.

Yet, we wish to functionally separate mapping and rout-
ing. In today’s CSPs, mapping and routing are themselves
performed by large distributed systems (e.g., DNS) typically
managed by separate groups in the same company, or may
even be outsourced to third parties (e.g., Akamai). Tightly
coupling these systems could lead to a complex design that is
difficult to administer. Instead, mapping and routing should
continue to compute decisions independently, but arrive at
good joint decisions by exchanging messages with just the
“right” information (Fig. 1).

In this poster, we introduce the design of a distributed sys-
tem that jointly optimizes request-mapping and response-
routing. We explore an optimization framework as it pro-
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vides a natural way to think about distributing computa-
tion [5]. Further, even small percentage improvements in
performance or costs of large-scale systems can imply mean-
ingful gains e.g., [3]. We formulate [6] a global optimiza-
tion problem that captures practical considerations like path
performance, bandwidth and electricity costs, link capacity,
user demands, and geo-distributed replicas. We then lever-
age and extend prior results on nonconvex optimization [7]
to ‘derive’ a distributed algorithm that provably converges
to an optimal solution. We are currently evaluating the prac-
tical benefits of this system on a realistic CDN dataset.

2. JOINT MAPPING AND ROUTING
Through toy examples with two DCs and one set of users

e.g., a single IP prefix, we highlight the challenges and our
solutions to guide independent mapping and routing opti-
mizations to good collective decisions. Our result [6] which
generalizes to multiple users, DCs, and peers, shows that
addressing these challenges leads to a distributed algorithm
that provably converges to a globally optimal solution.

Misaligned objectives can lead to suboptimal de-
cisions. Typically, mapping and routing systems work with
different objectives—e.g., mapping performs latency and load-
based DC selection, while routing considers end-to-end per-
formance and bandwidth costs to choose a peer to forward
responses. Due to mismatched objectives, overall perfor-
mance and cost can both suffer. In Fig. 2(a), the routing
system at each DC picks the peer with the least cost per unit
bandwidth, while the mapping system picks the DC with
the least propagation delay given current routing choices—
resulting in a situation where the service neither has globally
optimal cost nor optimal latency. We argue that mapping
and routing should agree on a common objective which is
pareto-efficient in terms of cost and performance.

Incomplete visibility can lead to suboptimal deci-
sions. In Fig. 2(b), the mapping and routing systems both
optimize latency, and users are sending traffic at the rate of
5Gb/s. Without information on link loads and capacities,
the mapping system directs too much traffic to the DC on
the left, leading to large queueing delays and packet losses.
If the mapping system uses information about link capaci-
ties, it could easily direct most traffic to the alternate DC
with ample spare capacity, and only slightly worse latency.
We argue that the routing system should share its upstream
link information i.e., link capacities and routing decisions,
to make more globally efficient decisions.

Coupled operational constraints can lead to bad
equilibria. Even if mapping and routing have aligned ob-
jectives (e.g., minimize latency) and complete visibility, op-
timizing their decisions separately taking turns can still lead
to globally suboptimal situations. In Fig. 3(a), mapping and
routing are locally optimal given each other’s decisions, as
traffic is served through the least latency paths respecting
link capacities. However, the globally optimal traffic alloca-
tion is one where all traffic is served by the DC on the right,
using both peers. We identify that the coupled nonconvex
constraints in our model, i.e., link capacity constraints, are
in fact the problematic ones. We rewrite these hard con-
straints into “soft” objective function penalties—thereby re-
moving the associated saddle points—which then allows al-
ternating optimizations to converge to a global optimum [6].

Bad routing decisions for prefixes with no traffic
contribution to a DC can lead to bad equilibria. Con-

sider the scenario in Fig. 3(b), where a mapping initialization
(e.g., from geo-proximity) directs all traffic to the DC on the
left. No traffic from this user reaches the other DC, so all
routing decisions here are equally good. Suppose this DC
chooses to route traffic through the 100ms path. Then, this
set of mapping and routing decisions are locally optimal to
each other—preventing the routing system from exploring
the globally optimal 50ms path. To avoid this anomaly, we
adopt and extend the refinement from [7], which forces rout-
ing decisions to handle an “infinitesimal” amount of traffic
from prefixes correctly whenever in reality there is none.
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Figure 2: (a) Mapping decision is sub-optimal be-
cause of misaligned objectives (b) Mapping decision
is sub-optimal because routing does not share link-
related information.
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Figure 3: (a) Separate mapping and routing can be
inefficient when coupled operational constraints ex-
ist; (b) Routing decision is sub-optimal when some
clients send no traffic to a DC.
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